Reversible Tiers Hat
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Materials Needed:
One Skein Vickie Howell’s “Sheepish”
Used: Coral-ish and Olive
H hook
Large eye needle for weaving ends
Gauge: 6rows and 9dc in stitch pattern = 2”x2”
SIZE: This pattern is currently sized for approximately a 19” head. You can customize the
hat to fit any size. Instructions for sizing are included.

Pattern:
Designer’s Notes: This beginning part is where your customizing for size comes in. If you
want the hat to fit a larger head, continue to increase in established pattern. If you want it
for a smaller head, don’t do as many rows. Stop to measure across the diameter after each
row, {circumference of head divided by 3.1415927 (or Pi), that should tell you the needed
diameter}. For this hat, I tend to stop increasing about ½” to a full inch before desired
diameter. You may need to do some tweaking for your gauge, etc. to get it the way you like
it. Use this web address: (http://crochet-mania.blogspot.com/2008/04/newborn-headcircumference-13-14-hat.html) to get standard sizing rules for hand made hats.

R1- ch4, join to make a ring, 16dc in ring. Do not ct ch3 as dc (16) join to 1st dc
R2- ch2, 2fpdc around each dc (32)join
R3- ch2, fpdc around each dc (32) join
R4- ch2, (fpdc around 1dc, 2fpdc around next) repeat around (48)join
R5- ch2, fpdc around each dc (48)join
R6- ch2, (fpdc around 2dc, 2fpdc around next) repeat around (64)join
R7-12- ch2, fpdc around each dc. Join. Cut first color. Join next color
R13-ch2, bpdc around each dc. Join.
R14-16- ch2, fpdc around each dc. Join.
R17-20- Repeat rows 13-16, change color
R21-24- Repeat rows 13-16, change color
R25- Repeat row 13
R26- Repeat row 14.
Cut and weave all colors neatly. Remember, this is reversible!!
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